MOTOMCO Mole Killer

This product may be labeled "Mole Killer" in other or local applications.

READY-TO-USE

MIMICS A MOLE'S NATURAL FOOD SOURCE, THE GRUB

4 PLACEMENTS (8 Grubs - 2 Per Placement)

Net Wt: 0.7 oz (20 g)

Directions:

Place MOTOMCO MOLE KILLER grubs directly into mole burrow systems. Bait must be applied underground in either main underground runways or in subsurface feeding tunnels. This bait may not be used above ground.

SELECTION OF TREATMENT AREAS:

MAIN UNDERGROUND TUNNELS AND CONICAL MOUNDS:

If not possible, cover pinching hole closed. With a broom handle, into the soil between mounds. When the probe enters a tunnel, the probe will decrease...tunnels and revisit them 48 to 72 hours later. Runways that have had holes resealed within 72 hours should be baited.

If 72 hours later...exposed. Placement) into the runway, using the rod to push any exposed bait completely into the runway. Carefully reseal or

SUBSURFACE RUNWAYS:

Mark opened runways and revisit them 48-72 hours later. Runways that have had holes resealed within 72 hours should be baited.

Five to seven days after application, check for mole activity using the same procedure for determining initial activity. Return 48-72 hours later and retreat all active runs.

** Deep tunnel/mound systems require a slightly different procedure. See bottom of package for details.

How to Use Motomco Mole Killer

Other mole baits have been developed on the premise that moles are similar to rats and mice, when in reality moles are in a different family. Moles readily consume earthworms, and when available, grubs. In fact, more than 90% of a mole's average dietary requirements are from earthworms and grubs.

Thousands of hours of groundbreaking laboratory and field research have gone into the product you are holding. Motomco Mole Killer has been carefully designed to mimic a mole's most common natural food source - earthworms and grubs. Moles may consume a lethal dose in a single feeding, but it may take two or more days from the time of bait consumption for moles to die.

Thousands of hours of groundbreaking laboratory and field research have gone into the product you are holding. Motomco Mole Killer has been carefully designed to mimic a mole's most common natural food source - earthworms and grubs. Moles may consume a lethal dose in a single feeding, but it may take two or more days from the time of bait consumption for moles to die.

CAUTION

Keep out of reach of children and pets.

EPA REG. NO. 12455-101-3240

EPA EST. NO 12455-WI-1

Contains the nerve poison Bromethalin. This is not an anticoagulant type rodenticide. For humans or animals ingesting bait and/or showing poisoning signs (such as muscle tremors, loss of hind limb use, or seizures for animals), present, would be the result of cerebral edema and should be treated

IF ON SKIN:

Wash with soap and water.

IF IN EYES:

Rinse with plenty of water. Seek medical attention.

IF IN MOUTH:

Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

This product contains a chemical that may be harmful if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through the skin.

Directions:

Place MOTOMCO MOLE KILLER grubs directly into mole burrow systems. Bait must be applied underground in either main underground runways or in subsurface feeding tunnels. This bait may not be used above ground. Wear gloves when bait is handled.

SELECTION OF TREATMENT AREAS:

MAIN UNDERGROUND TUNNELS AND CONICAL MOUNDS:

If not possible, cover pinching hole closed. With a broom handle, into the soil between mounds. When the probe enters a tunnel, the probe will decrease...tunnels and revisit them 48 to 72 hours later. Runways that have had holes resealed within 72 hours should be baited.

If 72 hours later...exposed. Placement) into the runway, using the rod to push any exposed bait completely into the runway. Carefully reseal or

SUBSURFACE RUNWAYS:

Mark opened runways and revisit them 48-72 hours later. Runways that have had holes resealed within 72 hours should be baited.

Five to seven days after application, check for mole activity using the same procedure for determining initial activity. Return 48-72 hours later and retreat all active runs.

** Deep tunnel/mound systems require a slightly different procedure. See bottom of package for details.